Power Boost when Needed

OPTICS: Convergence optimizing
lenses with a power of +1.0, +1.5,
+2.0 and +3.0
FRAME: Special designed frame,
which is placed on top of existing
spectacles.
TREATMENT: ML Prima+
WEIGHT: 25 g

Working at near distance with bifocal or progressive glasses can
be strenuous. It often leads to poor working position and trouble
finding the optimal optic spot in the lenses. To reduce these
inconveniences and facilitate work at near distance, we have developed
ML SightOptimizer.
ML SightOptimizer are spectacles with special designed optics
that are easily hung on top of existing spectacles. This gives the
user a solution with individually adapted optics, but better suited
for near than his / her ordinary glasses. Among the advantages
are better ergonomics and more comfortable seeing.
The benefits of ML SightOptimizer are an immediate “powerboost”, good optics throughout the lens, convergence-relaxing
prism, anti-reflecting treatment and a thin and lightweight frame.
ML SightOptimizer is suitable for people with reduced vision as
well as for people who temporary need extra addition.

5 FEATURES THAT IMPROVES
VIEWING AT NEAR DISTANCE:
POWER-BOOST

Power Boost when Needed

Extra addition when the occasion requires, giving better and
more ergonomic seeing.

WIDE VISUAL FIELD
Open frame with clear optics throughout the lens to
optimize the vision at near distance.

PRISM OPTICS
Relieving prism for a more relaxed vision at near.

ANTI-REFLECTING TREATMENT
All ML SightOptimizer lenses are treated with ML Prima+.
This improves the vision by creating a clearer and
undisturbed image.
Satin layer (dust, grease and
water repellent)
Antistatic layer

HANGON-FRAME
Smart and neat frame designed to fit most spectacles.
The titanium frame makes it light & durable and the
flexible temples makes it stable & comfortable for most
spectacle wearers.

VARIANTS

Multilayer coating
Ionized adhesive layer
ML Dura
Lens

Different layers in ML Prima +

-Sight Optimizer R1, Increases the habitual power about 1 dioptres.
-Sight Optimizer R3, Increases the habitual power about 1.5 dioptres.
-Sight Optimizer X1, Increases the habitual power about 2 dioptres.
-Sight Optimizer Y1, Increases the habitual power about 3 dioptres.

Aquacoat layer
Multilayer coating
Ionized adhesive layer
ML Dura
Lens

COST-EFFECTIVE
•
•
•

The same solution works even if the habitual glasses are replaced.
Several people can use the same solution.
Cost less than terminal glasses.

Aquacoat layer
Multilayer coating
Ionized adhesive layer
ML Dura

TEST SET LOW

Lens
ML Dura

The test set contains following:
-1 ML SightOptimzer R1
-1 Fitting Guide

TEST SET HIGH
The test set contains following:
-1 ML SightOptimzer X1
-1 ML SightOptimzer Y1
-1 Fitting Guide
The equipment is delivered in a box made of foam plastic with a
cardboard case.
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-1 ML SightOptimzer X1

